
 

Important Dates For Your Diary 

 

June 

1st  Interschool Sport Year 6 
5th  SMART8 Yrs 3-6 
7th  Melbourne Zoo Excursion Yr 5 
8th  Interschool Sport Year 6 
11th Queens Birthday Holiday – No School  
12th CURRICULUM DAY – NO SCHOOL  
13th  Science Works Excursion Yr 4 
13th  ICAS Spelling Exam Entrants 
14th ICAS Writing Exam Entrants 
19th  SMART8 Yrs 3-6 
29th  LAST DAY OF TERM 2  
 EARLY DISMISSAL – 2:30  

 

July 

16th  FIRST DAY OF TERM 3  

 

 

PRINCIPAL’S REPORT 

 

Dear Members of the Glen Waverley Primary School 
Community, 
 
I trust this fortnight’s newsletter finds you and all of the 
members of your family well. As usual, we have so 
many exciting things to share such as:   
 
New Gymnasium Update      
It certainly is very busy in and around our new 
gymnasium with a plethora of tradespeople scrambling 
to have their component of the project completed. 
Over the past fortnight so much has been finished such 
as all of the tiling, plumbing and electrical works, 
flooring, line marking and the basketball scoreboard has 
been installed, and now the focus is on: 

 External cladding  

 Paving and asphalting  

 Internal (retractable) seating 

 Final painting (touch ups) and  

 Installing the audio visual equipment.  
 
The building company is now suggesting that the 
construction works will be completed by mid to late 
June, however as the electricity upgrade will not occur 
until the next school holidays, most likely we will be 
able to commence using the facility at the beginning of 
Term Three.  
 
 

UNIFORM SHOP 
 

Situated in the West Wing on the School Grounds 

Open Monday between 3.00 – 4.30 pm 

Wednesday between 8:15 – 9:30 

Closed Public Holidays and School Holidays 

Orders may be left with the office 

 

SCHOOL LUNCH ORDERS 
 

Lunch orders are available from our service provider Balance Living 

Catering five days a week. 

Ordering is done through an online service, details of which are 

available on our website or visit 

http://www.balancedlivingcatering.com.au/ 

school-lunch-ordering.html 
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Included are some photographs and I look forward to 
providing another report in our next newsletter. 

 

http://www.balancedlivingcatering.com.au/
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Every Day Counts Initiative    
Over the past month or so, we have been communicating the importance of being aware of the Department of Education 
and Training (DET) initiative, “Every Day Counts”. The communication has been via our school newsletter and Compass.  
 
In essence, the initiative involves 3 key aspects: 
 

1. The importance of children attending school every day  
2. Ensuring our school is notified of all absences (in advance or on the day) and 
3. If our school is not advised, then we must contact families. 

 
Although this initiative is scheduled to commence as of next term, may I take this opportunity to ask parents to commence 
notifying our school as of this week of all absences, late arrivals and early pickup through Compass. I am aware that quite a 
few families are already doing so which is terrific and greatly appreciated. Thank you in advance for your understanding 
and assistance with this most important issue.  
 
 As always, if you have any queries pertaining to this initiative or accessing Compass, please see Jenny, Kylie or Julie in the 
main office.  
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Chess Team  
Congratulations to Chenghan and Arjun (both in Year 6), Ryley and Archit (both in Year 4) and Tejas (Year 3) who 
successfully qualified for the State Chess Championships recently. Arjun achieved the highest score 6.5 and Archit 6, Ryley 
and Chenghan both 5 and Tejas 4.5 out of 7. Also a sincere thank you to parents who accompanied the children to the 
tournament. Well done and congratulations boys, we look forward to hearing how you go in the finals! 

Congratulations to Arena  
Arena (Year 1) is a very keen golfer and was recently featured in The Twinklers page of the Golf Victoria magazine 
(attached).  Arena has been playing golf for a little while and has competed in a few tournaments, however from the 9th to 
13th July she will be in San Diego, USA, where she will be competing in the IMG Junior Championships. Naturally this is a 
wonderful achievement and something in which everyone in our school is incredibly proud of. In order to support Arena 
and her family, the students have decided to hold a gold coin donation on the last day of term - more news shortly! Well 
done and congratulations Arena!! 
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Council of International School (CIS) Team Visit  
As mentioned in our previous newsletter, recently Kylie Sayer (administration) and I were part of the CIS Evaluation 
Team that attended Serpell Primary School in Templestowe. The week long review process was extremely extensive 
however it provided us with an even deeper understanding of the updated CIS International Standards and, just as 
importantly, what the Evaluation Team will be looking for when they next visit our school. Below is an overview of the 
new standards and I look forward to discussing these with everyone as we cross paths.  
 

SCHOOL MEMBERSHIP STANDARDS 
CIS member schools are measured against the CIS core 
membership standards. As part of the membership 
application process, rubrics with criteria for each 
standard are provided with further details about the 
standards. 
 

Core standards for CIS Membership: 
School purpose and direction 

• The school’s purpose, direction and decision-
making is guided by clear Guiding Statements that 
are appropriate for the needs of all constituent 
groups. 

• The school’s Guiding Statements conform to the 
CIS Code of Ethics. 

• The Guiding Statements endorse the school’s 
commitment to developing intercultural learning. 

• The school is committed to the values inherent in 
the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child 
(1990). 

 

Governance, leadership and ownership 
• The respective roles and responsibilities of 

governance and ownership, and leadership and 
management, are suitably defined in writing and 
respected in practice for the sustainable 
development of the school. 

 
 
 

 

• The Head of the School is empowered to be the educational leader of the school, implementing the mission and 
has ultimate responsibility and accountability for the students’ education and well-being. 

• The Proprietors/ Governors ensure there are educational and financial plans to support the school’s viability, the 
mission, the programmes used to fulfil that mission, and that these plans are explained to the school community. 

 

The Curriculum 
• The documented curriculum is broad, balanced and sequenced in a way to promote students’ access and 

progression, and is guided by the mission of the school and the needs of the enrolled students. 
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Teaching and Assessing for Learning 
• Teaching enables all students to gain access to the curriculum and to have the opportunities for success in their                                    

learning, relative to their abilities. 
• There are effective procedures in place, supported by policies, to identify the varied needs of students, both at 

admission and whilst enrolled, to ensure that all students may benefit from the school’s programmes. 
 

Student Learning & Well-being 
• The school environment is characterised by openness, fairness, trust, and mutual respect to support student learning 

and well-being, listen to their views and develop their leadership qualities. 
• The school has documented effective written policies to safeguard and promote the welfare of all enrolled students. 
• The school implements policies and procedures in relation to anti-bullying, child protection, complaints, security, 

safeguarding, behaviour, discipline, sanctions, rewards and restraint, health education and health records. 
 

Staffing 
• The faculty and support staff is sufficient in numbers, experience, qualifications, and competencies. 
• Prior to the appointment of all staff (including volunteers), appropriate background checks have been carried out to 

confirm their identity, medical fitness, right to work in the country, previous employment history, character references 
and, where appropriate, qualifications and professional references. This information been taken into account in 
determining whether their appointment will be confirmed. 

• The school provides for the continuous professional development of faculty and staff that relates to school priorities, 
the professional needs of the staff and contributes to the student learning. 

• Staff recruitment and retention is managed in accordance with the CIS Code of Ethics. 
• The appraisal/performance management system is defined and implemented for all faculty and staff, based on pre-

determined, explicit criteria and is supported by a programme of professional development and/or training which is 
linked to appraisal outcomes and other school priorities for student learning. 

 

Premises & Physical Accommodation 
• The school maintains accommodation, grounds, facilities, services and equipment to enable it to fulfil its mission, 

provide the curriculum in full and offer a safe, secure, clean and healthy environment for the students and adults at the 
school. 

 

Community & Home Partnerships 
•     Effective communications foster a productive home-school partnership and a positive learning community. 
 

Boarding/Homestay/Residential 
• The school’s Guiding Statements support boarding / homestay / residential services and serve the well-being of all 

boarding students and staff. 
• The school implements policies and procedures in relation to anti-bullying, child protection, complaints, security, 

safeguarding, behaviour, discipline, sanctions, rewards and restraint, health education and boarders’ health records. 
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Year 4 Camp 
The Year 4 children certainly had a wonderful time as they completed various outdoor education activities at Cavehill Creek 
recently such as canoeing, archery, map reading, low ropes course, bush cooking, bush art, bouldering, photo trail and 
initiative games.  
 
Naturally, a school camp is not possible if it were not for the tireless efforts of the staff. A sincere thank you to all of the 
staff who attended and a special congratulations to Ms. Smith and Ms. Singh for their fabulous leadership in organising and 
implementing the camp. Attached are a few photographs for your enjoyment. 
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School Choir Hamer Hall Performance  
Congratulations to the children in our school choir who had the “once in a lifetime” opportunity to perform at Hamer Hall 
as part of the North East Victorian Region “Tributes” performance. The children performed four songs and were also 
provided with the opportunity to view a concert band, string orchestra and symphonic orchestra made up of local primary 
and secondary students. They were conducted by Mark O’Leary who is a prominent Melbourne conductor. 
 
A sincere thank you to the parents and families who attended, a special thank you and congratulations to our fabulous 
music teacher Ms. Wood for all of her efforts in preparing the children and Ms. Park for attending the event and 
supporting the children on the night. Overall the event was a fabulous success that was thoroughly enjoyed by all. Well 
done and congratulations everyone!  

 

CONGRATULATIONS TO THE FOLLOWING STUDENTS WHO RECEIVED A PRINCIPAL’S 
AWARD RECENTLY:  
 
Prep B 

 Caitlin for making exceptional progress with her writing 
 Aaliyah and Izzy for making amazing progress with their learning    

 
Prep D 

 Vanya for completing all of her Kumon learning and then practicing at school too  
 
1A 

 Dilu for completing a very detailed information report about butterflies 
 Yash for being an exceptional and kind friend  

 

PRINCIPAL’S 

AWARD 
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1D 

 Sahana for writing a heartfelt card about our school which is now proudly  
       displayed in my office  
 Ileesha for being a very supportive friend  

 
2A 

 Aditi for writing a fabulous narrative titled, “The Spooky School” which is 
        featured in the Kids Corner section of our newsletter  

 
2B 

 Arush and Owen for making amazing progress with their writing 
 Shayan for being a very honest, trustworthy and responsible member of our school community  

 
2C 

 Cody, Harsha and Reyansh for being really responsible members of our school community  
 
2D  

 Otis for writing amazing plans for his fractured fairy tales  
 Yuven for being a fabulous friend too 
 Harsha for creating a 3D model by reading instructions very carefully and ensuring precision  
 Mia for being a fantastic friend  

 
2E 

 Thesan for making excellent progress with his spelling skills  
 Senon for being a great friend  

 
3C 

 Gurshaan and Okith for creating very creative and descriptive models of flowers using Mandarin and English terms 
to describe each section of the flower  

4D 
 Noah for making excellent progress with his writing  
 Josh for being a very supportive friend  

 
5B 

 Hassan for sharing his home learning in which he identified plants in English and Arabic  
 
6B 

 Trecia and Sanjna for completing very deep analysis of poems from other authors and for also writing a magnitude 
of poems which demonstrate how their learning has progressed. Some of their learning is featured in the Kids 
Corner section of the newsletter. 

                                                                   Wishing everyone a safe and happy fortnight,  
       Frank Catalano 
       Principal 
                                                                     

 

PRINCIPAL’S AWARDS (Cont’d) 
1B 

 Bhanuka for being a very responsible learner by trying his best at all times and also for writing the most amazing 
narrative about a monster that ate Ms. Dean and I – luckily we were able to get out of the monster’s stomach!  

 
 Shenuri, Gargi, Adam and Vikas for writing the names of minibeasts using 
        Chinese characters  
 Shenuri and Vishwaraj for labelling the parts of a bee  
 Gargi and Inayat for writing the most amazing information reports about  
       Ladybirds  
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Confidence 

Children’s self-confidence influences their social behaviour and learning. 

Children with low levels of self-confidence are less likely to step out of 

their comfort zones to extend themselves and try new experiences. They 

tend to take fewer risks than those with healthy levels of self-esteem. 

Confident students persist at learning tasks because they know 

eventually they will succeed. They experience some anxiety in new social 

situations, but they either use strategies to overcome their fears, or they 

quite simply take a risk knowing that they may not be successful. Quite 

simply, if children have a healthy level of esteem and self-confidence and 

feel good about themselves they are more likely to make friends and 

succeed at preschool and at school.  

 Levels of self-confidence are influenced by nature and nurture. That is, genetics plays its part. Some kids by their nature 

are greater risk-takers and can separate themselves from poor performance. They don’t put themselves down if they 

fail or don’t act anxiously in new situations. Neither do they talk themselves out of being successful or having a go. They 

have self-doubt, but it is not debilitating. Some kids, by their very nature, have lots of spirit.  

When children interact successfully with their world, they build up a bank of accomplishment and see themselves as 

being capable – They receive feedback to help them improve.  They need solid feedback, so they know what they do 

well, and also they know the behaviours they need to change so they don’t keep making the same mistakes.  

The environment a child grows up in influences self-confidence levels. To promote self-confidence you need to provide 

an environment that is:  

1. Rich in love:  Kids need to feel loved. They need adults who make time for them and adults who will help them 

achieve their goals.  

2. Rich in stability:  A stable family environment provides the necessary background for kids to develop, grow and 

take risks.  

3. Rich in experiences:  Kids need to be exposed to a variety of social experiences with adults and peers so they 

have plenty of chances to mix and develop their social skills. Similarly, they need plenty of opportunities to do 

things for themselves at home, at school and in their neighbourhoods.  

4. Rich in support:  Kids need to grow up in an encouraging environment that allows them to make mistakes 

without fear of being constantly reminded or creating a fear of failing. When kids fear failure, they act in safe 

ways to avoid failure.  

5. Appropriately challenging: Expectations are tricky. Too high and many kids can give up. Too low and many kids 

will reach them. You need to expect kids to succeed, not necessarily straight away, but they will succeed. 

Expectations need to be positive and in line with their age and stage of development and their abilities.  

 

Children in primary school are trying to work out what they can do and how they can fit into their various groups. In 

many ways, these are prime confidence-building years. Parents need to reflect back to kids that they are capable, make 

the most of teachable moments and help them explore many options so they can work out their strengths. With love 

and support, children are in the best position to learn to develop their confidence. 
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The “Kids’ Corner” section of our school newsletter provides the opportunity 

 for the children to showcase their talents or communicate something special   

 

The Kids Corner section of this fortnight’s newsletter features: 
Aditi (Year 2 – The Spooky School!) 
Sanjna (Year 6 – A Poem Analysis) 
Trecia (Year 6 – A Sonnet Poem) 

 



The “Kids’ Corner” section of our school newsletter provides the opportunity 

 for the children to showcase their talents or communicate something special   

 



The “Kids’ Corner” section of our school newsletter provides the opportunity 

 for the children to showcase their talents or communicate something special   

 

A Poem analysis by Sanjna, Year 6 
 
Summer  
 
Hair gets lighter, skin gets darker 
Water gets warmer, drinks get colder 
Music gets louder, nights gets longer 
Life gets better. 
 
Analysis: 
This poem is about the beauty of summer. 
I know that the author is quite passionate about this season because she uses positive phrases. 
There is a balance of good and different words like darker, colder, longer, lighter, warmer and 
louder.  

 

My own Sonnet poem: by Trecia (Year 6)  
 
My Family 
 
What is all the commotion about? 
How am I supposed to maintain myself? 
Every Friday we will all go and hang out 
Sometimes all I need is to trap myself. 
 
When they are sad, I can empathise with them. 
Sometimes all of them are quite a nuisance.  
Sometimes they can be like a little lamb. 
But to me they are all of big importance. 
 
In some situations they exaggerate  
But being with them comes with benefits  
Honestly I can over complicate  
Sometimes I’m a bit over being explicit.  
 
My family and friends are always there  
I wish it is like this no matter where.  

 



 

Happy Birthday to the following students who celebrate their 

special day during the first half of June:  
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Prep A: Sarah 
Prep B: Senula 
Prep C: Reina 
Prep D: Yashvi 

 

1D: Ammaar and Alexander  
1E: Damsara and Niyati 

 

2A: Ravindu 
2E: Nartana 

 

3A: Aanya and Thinuli 
3B: Jack 
3C: Gurshaan 
3D: Alina  

 

4B: Sahil, Anuja and Kusal 
4C: Ramika 
4D: Keen 

 

5A: Sanulya and Yaseen 
5B: Grace and Luciana  
5C: Eloise and Caitlyn  
5D: Tamanna 

 

6C: Ethan 
6B: Bill and Chathu 
6D: Sanul 
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Book Fair 2018 
 

Thank you to everyone for your wonderful 
support during the Book Fair. Scholastic 
allows us 25% of sales as rewards to go 
towards books for our school. We sold $3,600 
in books which will entitle us to purchase $900 
worth of books for the school library. 

 

The Library Captains, Sonal and 
Henry S, will liaise with the various 
year levels regarding which books will 
be purchased. 
 
Again, I would like to thank everyone 
for their support. 
 
Kay 

NEVR CONCERT 
 

After two rehearsals at Mount Waverley Heights Primary School, we finally were ready 

to perform at Hamer Hall on the 22nd of May. The NEVR Concert Choir in GWPS was 

consisted of Year 5 and Year 6. Ms. Dissledorp, Ms. Krsteska and Mr. Chen came to 

support us during our rehearsals while Ms. Park came to our concert. We got to 

experience the real city and what the community is like in that area. 

When we reached Mount Waverley Heights Primary School, we saw lots of choir 

groups like Jells Park, Essex Heights, Amsleigh Park, Heathermon East, Camberwell 

and Clayton North. Our conductor was Mark O’Leary, he was a very funny person but 

helped us improve in our singing a lot. He also taught us new strategies to help us with 

our pitch and our posture. The songs that we sang were The Lachlan Tigers, The 

Unicorn, Joshua Fought the Battle of Jericho and Let Go the Long White Sails. 

 At the real concert we saw the Concert Band, the String Orchestra, Musical Theater, the Symphonic Band and 

the Junior Choir which were us. There were lots of instruments like piano, violin, guitar, saxophone, harp, 

symbols, drums and etc. 

We had so much fun contributing to the NEVR concert. This has helped us improve our music and our YCDI 

skills. We thank Ms. Wood and all the other teachers that helped us in this amazing experience. 

By Tiffany 5B and Buwanaji 5C 
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The advertisements in this newsletter are in good faith but no responsibility as to the quality of the products or 

services offered is accepted by the school 

Glen Waverley Primary School  774 High Street Road,  Glen Waverley   3150 

Ph: 9802 9938   Fax: 9886 1590   Email: glen.waverley.ps@edumail.vic.gov.au   Website: www.glenps.vic.edu.au 
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